
PROOF OF HUMANITY - EVIDENCE TO THE DISPUTE  #725

For filling my submission form I recorded a 4k video with my smartphone, and considering
that the platform only accepts a maximum of 7mb files, I decided to use Whatsapp in order
to compress it (I don't manage video software/editors).

After compression, I verified that the following items were correct:

- Image quality
- Facial features
- Readability of the wallet address
- Focus and illumination

I honestly believe that my video proves that I am a real human and that I have an ETH real
address. Those are the principal requirements of the video and are completely fulfilled.

I understand that the 360p minimum requirement is to guarantee the truthfulness of my
human condition, and my video achieves that.

It has been brought to my attention by my voucher that there is an amendment proposal
from the PoH community, asking if the 360p rule should be modified, and, at this time the
petition is 96.74% in favor of that purpose. The proposal code is #QmTZw1S

Checking old amendment proposals that were decided already by the PoH community, i’ve
noticed that on May 10th of 2021 a proposal with the code #QmZvAAv (Accept 352 as width
in vertical video submissions) was voted to pass to Phase 2 with a total 66.88%, making
clear that it is the will of the community to have the 360p rule changed.

I believe in the PoH project, and I really want to be a part of it. I know that this is a growing
community and it’s built out of ideals of democracy, so I ask you to take in consideration the
amendment proposal signed by the registered users to change the 360p rule.

Please consider my arguments in order to make the most human decision.












